UTSA WIND SUMMIT TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
(Final Schedule will be announced in October)

Cost - $150 per participant
(Includes all lunches and dinners listed, transportation to game, complementary CD of final Concert, commemorative T-shirt, admission to UTSA football game)

Price does NOT include lodging. Those wishing to stay overnight in the UTSA area will be given a list of hotels offering discounts during their stay for the Summit.

Friday, Nov. 9th

12:00p Registration opens and Chair Seating Auditions
2:00p Optional - UTSA Wind Ensemble Rehearsal and Campus Tour
5:00p Registration Closes
5:30p First Rehearsal
8:00p Attend UTSA SOSA Rehearsal
9:30p Pizza Party with UTSA SOSA Student Staff

Saturday, Nov. 10th

8:00 a Rehearsal/Sectionals
9:30a Depart for Alamodome
10:00a Gameday with UTSA SOSA (lunch provided)
4:00p Return to UTSA (approx time)
6:00p Dinner (included)
7:00p Rehearsal
9:00p Rehearsal Concludes

Sunday, Nov. 11th

9:00a Rehearsal
11:30a Lunch (included)
1:00p Rehearsal
2:30p Break (change into Concert Attire)
3:00p Concert